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FOREWORD
This report concerns the electrical power subsystem performance of
the Initial Defense Satellite Communication System. * In particular, it
details the on-orbit degradation of the satellite solar arrays. The
work is sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion under contract NASW-1876.
The study is being conducted in the Power and Control Engineering
Department of the Philco-Ford Space and Re-entry System Division at
Palo Alto, California. This department is managed by Mr. 1). L.
Reynard. The program is under the overall technical direction of
Mr. R. J. Grant. Mr. W. T. Picciano is responsible for the physi-
cal analysis and mathematica l. techniques employed in the study. Mr.
R. A. Reitman has implemented the computer programming and the
automatic computer plotting of the program output. Acknowledgement
is also made to Dr. P. M. Barba for his contribution of the non-linear
regression analysis techniques.
This Second Quarterly Report generally updates and supplements the
material presented in the First Quarterly Report. ** The Final Report
on the study, to be published July 15, 1970, will be inclusive.
*Formerly Initial Defense Communication Satellite Program (IDCSP)
** Ylight Data Analysis of Power Subsystem Degradation at Near Syn-
chronous Altitude, First Quarterly Report, Philco-Ford Technical
Report TR-DA2124, 2 October 1969
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' 	 1. 1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The primary objectives of this program are: to establish the quantitative degradation
rates of the power subsystems of nineteen IDSCS spacecraft in near-synchronous
orbit, to investigate the degradation, of the I-V characteristics of their solar arrays,
to investigate any anomalistic or unexpected behavior relating to environmental
damage, and to analyze all results such that the benefits of this flight experience can
be applied to other current and future programs.
Based on an average assumed single cell I-V characteristic, the undegr aded theo-
retical satellite array I-V characteristic is determined as a function of time. Tele-
metry data monitoring the power subsystem provides two points on the array I-V
curve. The difference between the calculated and observed values of current and
voltage output at these two load points produces a quantitative measure of array
degradation as a tunction of time.
An iterative refinement of this difference data produces single-cell degradation
points for isc and Voc referenced to 77°F. The validity of this technique depends
on the location of the array load points, which has been discussed in the First
Quarterly Report, and the assumption of minimum I-V cur shape change, which
must later be verified.
Figure 1-1 presents a summary of the cell short-circuit current degradations on the
19 satellites of the first three successful IDSCS payloads. These curves normalize
the detailed curve data presented in Section 4. 1. The average total degradation after
1200 days (3.29 years) is 0.886, or ? 1.4%. The functional dependence of the Ise
ratio to time is currently under• study. The curves shown represent the current
status of effort and, unf .rtunately, display a mixture of fitting techniques.
Figure 1-2 presents a normalized summary of the cell open-circuit voltage degra-
dations over this same period. The average degradation is 0.982, or 1.8%. The
curve shapes shown also represent the current status of effort.
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Statistical analysis has indicated that 95'c confidence limits gener:Aly lie within
A. 3(Z for the I se curves, and within A. 5% for the Voc curves.
A tentative working h,Wt es ►b has been stated to explain the observed b-Aa-ior of
the data: primary radiation degradation to the cell is due to trupped electrons
{rather than solar flare protons?, and coverslidc transmission losses of 3 to T^
are due to particulate and ultraviolet radiation. The coverslide assembly appears
to degrade 2 to 5:c within the first 00 days on orbit followed by a uniform 1 to 3^
temp3ral degradation over 1200 days. Support of thir. hypothesis is detailed in
Section 4. 5.
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2.1 BACKGROUND
On Juke 16, 1966, seven 1DSCS Satellites were successfully placed in near-syn-
chronous equatorial orbits. Subsequent to that launch eleven ad: itic	 lCS
satellites and one Despun Antenna Test Satellite (DAIS) were place
	 .-mi.lar or-
bits. A comprehensive picture of solar array ,I solar cell degrauatiuns at syn-
chronous altitude is now being obtained. By virtue of the large number of identi-
cal satellites, it is possible to obtain a high statistical confidence in the results.
Analysis will permit a studyof solar fla-re damage during the period 1966 - 1969.
Additional analyses will compare these flight resul ts with ground irradiation data
and other flight data in an attempt to explain any anomalistic behavior and allow
more accurate sizing of Enure solar array designs.
Because of the importance of this orbit for both current and future missions, the
high quality of the available teleme try data, and nature of the results which can be
obtained from this data, it is felt that the conclusions of this study will be of consi-
derable interest to both the array design engineer and the solid-state degradation
theorist. The study covers three types of activity: Design Review and Data Re-
duction, Data Analysis, and Advanced Analysis. The degree of analysis for each
study phase has been established in a manner which provides balance and flexibil-
ity to the overall program. Portions of the study may be expanded or contracted
depending on the results and indications of prior phases, Additionally, this study
has been planned slich that continuing periodic updates can he performed with a
reasonably low 1 ^vel of effort.
The primary objectives of this program are: to establish the quantitative degrada-
tion rates of the power subsystems of seventeen ID.SCS spacecraft, to irvestigate
the degradation of the I-V characteristics cf their solar arrays, to investigate any
anomalistic or unexpected behavior relating to environmeatal damage, and to ana-
lyze all results such that the benefits of this flight experience can be applied to
other current and future programs.
2-1
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is	 2. 2 TASK. DESCRIPTIONS AND STATUS
Figure 2-1 displays a block diagram/flow chart visual suwmary of the program.
The unification of the individual tasks towards the overall urogram objectives is
thus clarified. Each task block contains a status Indication and a reference to the
location i,<i this report of the detailed -results applicable to thac task. The notation
"FQR" indicates First Quarterly Report. In general, all the completed task ana-
lyses will appear in Sections 3, and all completed results in Section 4. The data
spar_ is 1200 days for the first launch satellites, 980 days for the second launch,
and 815 days for the third.
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it 	 3.0 METHODS AND ANALYSIS
Four subsections are presented which detail new technical analyses and methodology
developed during the second quarter of this program. All results are presented in
Section 4. One ambiguous entry, an exploratory technique for separating "-ion-cell"
and "cell" degradations from observed data, is presented as a tentative "result"
in Section 4. 5.
3. 1 WORKING HYPOTHESIS/DEGRADATION METHODOLOGY
The detailed Task Description Diagram presented in Figure 2-1 can be crganized
in a somewhat broadened form to clarify the methodology of this study. Two
general study directions are proceeding sinivicaneously: One direction analyzes
the reduced telemetry data in an effort to induce the degradation mechanisms
responsible for the observations, and the other appli,-as established environments
and calculational methods to deduce expected observa-Lious. Both paths currently
suffer some imprecision, missing links, and ambiguities. The present working
hypothesis might best be characterized as an iteration between induction and
deduction in which a common, consistent path is established. Figure 3-11 indicates
the general mechanics of the system under study.
The inductive appron. ch  begins with the collection of reduced data points and
attempts to discover by regression and correlation analyses the "best"
function to represent this data. (Functions with highest probabilities have been
deduced from established theory; the term "reduction" also unfortunately implies
"deduction". The "iteration" process is observed to hµve begun.) The reduced
data represents the combined manifestation of cell degradations and non-cell
degradations; the analysis attempts to separate these two mechanisms. Once
separated, the study of the interrelationships between the I sc , Pm , and Voc
cell degradation functions may produce a "signature" which is unique to the
mixture of particles and epergies causing the damage. Insight would be gained
toward the environment, providing ground irradiation data was available and valid.
(The q uestion of validity has again risen concerning the measured degradation
{ 	 between irradiated lit and unlit cells.)
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It	 The deductive approach begins with an accepted orbital environment and calculates
degradation using the best techniques currently available. These techniques
include shielding routines for omnidirectional irradiation, estimates of non-cell
losses, and cell degradation calculations (based on ground irradiation data). The
mixb ,xe of electrons and protons at various energies is observed to produce
ambiguous values of I sc , Pm , and Voc when the best method currently available
is used. Damage coefficients, discovered either phenomenologically or by energy
deposition considerations, might better be functions of a number of environmental
variables which ultimately lead to a unique value of a cell parameter; different
damage functions may, in addition, be required for each cell parameter.
If these approaches can establish a common and consistent path through the
system, new insight and knowledge co p_cerp ing each item will be gained. The
iteratior. pr.,cess will hopefully extend the ultimate limits of our accuracy.
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3. 2 FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCE OF RADIATION DEGRADATION
In order to present a smooth and impartial curve through the degrad- Lion ratio points
calculated and plotted in this study, an approximate functional dependence ( with time)
was sought from theory. To simplify the derivation, the following assumptions were
incorporated:
a. Exposure to damaging radiation was assumed uniform and
cons taut
b. Degradation ratios for I sc and Voc were linear with the log
of the diffusion langth fer "light" exposures to electrons and
protons
The first assumption appears to be verified by the measured Environmental data
collected in Section 4.4; the uniform trapped electron belt appears to dominate over
erratic solar flare proton influences. The second assumption is fairly exact for pene-
trating radiation and riot too bad an approximation for low exposure non--penetrating
radiation. Figure 3-2 is extracted from the handbook by Cooley and Barrett (1) which
is the most general current reference on this calculation method.
Using R to designate either the ratio Voc/' Voc(0) or Isc/1sc(0), we write
R = a+ kin L .
The dependence of L on radiation, and thus on time, is
L-2 = L -2 + Kt0
or
-1/2
L = Lo (1 + 1.0 K t)
1. W. C. Cooley and M. J. Barrett, Handbook of Space Environmental Effects on
Solar Cell Power Systems, NASA Contract NASW-1345, 1968.
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Substituting this function in the ratio equation, we obtain
-1/2
R = a + k Pn Lo
 (l + Lott t)
which can be written in the form
R = Ro [1 - A?n( r + Rt)]
Non-cell. transmission losses are known to diminish the I se ratio beyond the pure
cell degradation indicated in the above function. Not knowing the nature of this loss
function, a simple linear multiplier, (1 - mt), was tentatively incorporated into the
regression program (GOFIT) for the preliminary fits to the data. In some cases the
parameter m was so small (-10 -9 ) that it was set identically to zero to avoid singu-
larities in the matrices of the GOFiT program. The complete table of regression
parameters is presented in Secticn 4. 2 and the resultant curves are plotted over the
data in Section 4. 1.
Section 4. 5 discusses, in depth, the problem of the separation of cell and non-cell
`	 degiadations from the data observed. Tentative directions of this advanced analysis
F-
	
	 are exploring the possibility that non-cell losses occur during the first few months
on-orbit, When regression fits are made to I sc data with these points omitted, the
pure-cell degradation function above is observed to produce tightly-grouped similarly-
shaped degradation curves with correlation coefficients as high as 0. 97. However,
s	 conclusions should not be hastily drawn from these exploratory observations until
more satelli'es have been analyzed. Nevertheless, preliminary results are
encouraging.
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( 1	3. 3 CURVE PITTING AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The techniques used in fitting functions to the plotted Ise anti Voc degradation, as
well as the inferences and relative tests on the fits, are described in this section.
3. 3.1 Linear Regression
Initially the functions describing ISIC and Voc degradation were assumed to be
linear; that is, they could be described either by a straight line or could be linearly
transformed into a straight line. The functions considered, based on the general
shape of the dot or scatter plots, were:
(a) y = ax + b
(b) y = aebx
(c) y = axb
The dependent variable y was either Isc/Isc(0) or Voc/Voc(0), and the indepen-
dent variable x was the number of days from launch.
A linear regression of y on x was performed on both ISIC and Voc data for several
satellites using LINREG (a program in our timesharing vendor's library). The
IF —
	
	 exponential fit generally produced higher correlation coefficients than did either
the linear or power functions for both ISIC data and Voc data. A typical comparison
of these fits is shown in Figure 3-3. The non-linear regression curve, as dis-
cussed in the following section, is included for reference,
3, 3, 2 Non-linear Regression
Though the furction obtained from the linear regression indicated a high degree
of association of the dependent variable on the independent variable (high correla-
tion coefficients at least for Isc), they did not satisfactorily link what is known of
the degradation phenomena to a function which allowed the parameters influencing
degradation to be included in its form. In paragraph 3. 2 the development of a
C 3-7
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hypothetical degradation function is described. The fi..;.;tiors examined are:
Isc(t)/1sc(0) = R o(l -A h (1 + BU) (i - Mt'
and V
oc (t) (Voc(0) = RQ ( 1 - Aln (l + B't) )
These functions have no linear transform and thus cannot be treated by linear
regression analysis. A Program, called GOFIT, was developed which performs
a non-linear regressions to an arbitrary function on a set of data pairs (x, y) for up
to several thouEand observations. having inputted the data set, the function, and
the number of data points in the data set, a starting point for the regression para-
meters is inputted to the computer. From this starting mint, a search is made
along the n-dimensional regression parameter space, where the total square error
is the dependent variable. The search is based on minimizing the square error
and continues until an inputted square error is reach-ad or until an actual mirimuni
on the surface of the parameter contour is found. (Refer to TR-DA2124, Appen-
dix B, :Method 4. for a further description of this type analysis.) When eit}.er
criteria is met, a set of regression parameters and the resulting total square
e-r or is outputted along wit,` a histogram of the resulting errors,
Ore of the assumptions made i_n all regression aaaly sis is that data population
follows a normal distribution about some mean. For true random data, the mean
is developed as the fitted function, Therefore, the variation in the data should
follow a normal or gaussian distribution about the function developed in GOFIT.
The histogram developed for each final choice of regression parameters provides
information on how close to a gaussian the error distribution actually is and how
random the data actually is.
Some of the fits obtained from the non-linear regression did not exhibit acparert
good fits or gaussian shaped histograms. There were small clusters of points
detached from the main group; these points contributed large errors to the total
square error. A facility within GOFIT was introduced which allowed an absolute
error V, be set and to eliminate all stray points larger than the set absolute error.
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Elimination of these "strays" improved the fits considerably although they only
accounted for less than Srlc of the total number of points.
It should be noted that, at present, exponentials have been fitted to Voc data, L:s
state i in subsection 4. 1, since excessive running time on the computer was
experienced in attempting non-linear regressions to the V oc function given above.
The curves in either case are very close to linear and to each other. A more
efficient program has been developed and work continues in ibis area.
3. 3. 3 Correla tion Coefficients
he correlation coefficients provide a relative measure of the degree of associa-
tion between two variables. For linear regressions the correlation coefficient
is calculated automatically. For the ncn-linear cases, the program CGRR
evaluates the coefficient, as given by the equation:
`L
r = 1 _ c^
^
i = Yca7 c^
L.^ (Yi Y12
where:	 yi =	 the value of y for the ith data pair
Y
calc = the value of the fitted function for the i th value of the
independent variable ii
and	 y = the mean value of y mmn 311 data pair s
A.- might be expected, there is good correspondence between decreasing square
error, tightly cracked histograms centered about zero error and higher correlation
coefficients, The histograms in Figure 3-4 illustrate the improvements found with
the refinements introduced into the regression analysis.
3. 3.4 Confidence Limits
i
Cunfidence intervals about fitted functions provide a measure of how accurately
the regression functions can serve as predictors in describing a phenomena. The
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95% confidence limits describe the boundaries around a fitted function within which
one can expect 95% of the data points to fall if the observations are repeated many
times. The analytic description of the 95% confidence interval is given by:
n	 2	 ^X -X)2
ycalc } n22
	
^i - ycalc) n +	 0	 2 -i=1	 (Xi - X1
where n	 = 100 and equal to the number of observations
y
calc = the value of the fitted function at X 
yi	 = the value of V.! observation at X 
X	 = the mean ralue of X
X.	 = the ith value of X in the set of observations
The CONI24 program was used to evaluate the confidence limits for several
satellites. The results are presented in Section "_. 1.
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3. 4 EXTRACTION OF ARRAY I-V CHARACTERISTICS FFOM
ECLIPSE ENT%kNCE DATA
Twice a year, during the equinox periods, the IDSCS satellites pass through the
penumbra region of the earth's shadow into eclipse. The partial shunt regulator
maintains the main bus at 29.4 volts as long as there is sufficient array capacity
to support the loads. Telemetry monitoring of control bus current and voltage
throuf -t the penumbra provides data from which a portion of the array I-V curve
can be constructed. The sketch below indicates t1he pattern of events.
V SH	 vU?V
SHUNTED HALF	 UNSHUNTED HALF
(CONTROL BUS)
At full light intensity the array i; op rating at point 1; as intensity drops, the
relative array operati ng, Pi nt moves through points 2 and 3 and so on until power
and voltage demands cannot be met. (Actually, I L mores downward and the lines
A, B, and C remain coincident and fixed at a constant current.) The following
equations govern the two halves of the array;
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VSH + VUN = 29.4 = MBV
ISH - CBI = MBI = TUN
VSH = CBV.
The quantities CBI, CBV, MBV, and MBI are telemetered parameters.
To obtain I vs V for the unshunted half of the array, where the maximum power
point "Imee" resides, we plot
IUN = MEI + I ATL
versus
VUN = 29.4 - CBV
l
To determine All' we must consider the slope, dI/dV, of the array I-V curve
near IL due to a cumulative shunt resistances of the cells in the array.
IL = ISH - (dI/dV) VSH
= AIBI + CBI - (dI/M CBV
thus
AIL = ACBI - (dI/dV) ACBV
and this is the true separation between lines A and B, B and C, etc. , as long as
CBV does not approach too closely to the knee. Figure 3-5 shows the array I-V
output as calculated at the autumnal equinox. The equation for AI L is valid for
0 S CBV < 12 (for half of the array); and dl/dV = -1. 33 mA/V for the full array
voltage axis or -2. 67 mA/V for the half array axis.
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slope at l'.0
w	 :::. 	 II
a	 Single Cell
:a	 ......	 FunctionU
1.0
. ::	 Calculated
.
	 ....
	
.........	 :	 Array Output	 I
j	 .....
0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50
0	 5	 10	 15	 20	 25
ARRAY AND HALF-ARRAY VOLTAGES (VOLTS)
Figure 3-5 Calculated Array Qutpt Compared vith
Theoretical Single-Cell Function
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Typical eclipse entrance telemetry data is shown in Figure 3-6. In order to
obtain an impartial curve thru the CBV data, a function was derived from theory
to indicate the expected dependence with time. The array I-V curve was assumed
to follow the functional shape of a single cell I-V curve, with appropriate param-
eters. Figure 3-5 indicates that this assumption is a good approximation in the
vicinity of the knee and abo-e.
l Jet
V = (29.4 - CBV)
I = IL - 1  [exp V B -1J - P
= CBI = a+ bt
Vie last equality follows from the observed data'cf. Figure 3-6). Dropping the
insignificant 1 in the brackets and rearranging terms, we obtain
V = A+Bfn(IL-a-bt-V/P)-Ra-Rbt
CBV =(29.4 -A + Ra) -Bin (I L - a - bt - V/P) + Rbt
and, dropping the small V/P term, we produce a function of die form
CBV = C 1 - Bin (lc-bt) + C3t.
at t = 0, CBV = CBV(0) = C 1 - BinK, whence
CBV = CBV(0) - Bin (1 - C 2 t) + C 
3 
t
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c
Steady - 9	 0	 10	 20	 10	 40	 50
State	 TIME (SECS)
Figure 3-6 Example of Eclipse-Entrance Telemetry Data with
Least-Squares Fitted Functions (Satellite No. 9312)
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The value of t reaches a maximum when CBI reaches zero. At this point, and
for purposes of mathematical simplification, CBV z,- w and C2tmax must
approach unity. We can estimate,
C 2 = 1/t max
and : ewrite the CBV functional dependence in a further state of approximation as
CBV = CBV(0) - Bin (1-t/tmax^ + Ct.
This equation is amenable to linear regression techniques since the logarithmic
i
term does not contain a parameter. The CBl function produces a reasonable
value oft max . Given N data pairs of CBV vs t, and using the following
substitutions:
y = CBV
A = CBV (0)
b = In (1-t/tmax)
we minimize the sum of the squared differences with respect to A, B, and C and
produce three solvable equations in three unknowns:
AN	 + BEbn	+ CEtn	= Eyn
AF,b	 + BEb2 	+CEt b	 = E y b
n	 n	 nn	 nn
AEt	 + BFt b	 + CEt2 	= E y t
n	 n n	 n	 nn
An example z lr this function is plotted in Figure 3-6.
Six eclipse-entrance array I-V curveU from the first laanch satellite have been
reconstructed by this method for tl.e 1966 autumnal equinox period. The plots
=	 are displayed in Section 4. 3.
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4, 0 DETAILED RESULTS
4
This section presents the collection of graphs, tables, and functions which comprise
the detailed results of this study to date. All analysis and technical detail appears
in Section 3, the Appendices, or in the Fast Quarterly Report. Material is presented
in five subsections: the updated point-by-point degradation plots of cell I Se and Voc
for each satellite, the results of the statistical analysis, the start-of-life array I-V
curves obtained from eclipse entrance data, electron and proton environmental
models, and the current results of the degradation mechanism study.
4.1 DEGRADATION PLOTS OF CELL I sc AND Voc VERSUS TIME
Figures 4-1 through 4-19 present the updated cell I sc ratios calculated (generally)
every ten days for the IDSCS satellites launched on June 16, 1966, January 18, 1967,
and July 1, 1967, Figures 4-20 through 4-38 present the corresponding cell Voc
ratios. The information shown has been derived from the temporal behavior of the
operating points of the shunted and unshunted halves of the solar array. Variations
due to solar intensity, temperature, and geometry are removed mathematically
from the raw data to provide two array degradation points. Multipliers to individual
cell values of i sc and Voc are then generated by iteration to produce degradation
ratios of appropriate magnitude and combination to explain the observed array
behavior.
Each graph contains L plotted curve which was least-squares fitted to the data using
the functions
Isc/Isc (0) - R. [.1 - A YD (1 + Bt)1 11 - mt]
V
oc oc
/V (0) = C exp (kt),
The implementation of the non-linear regression to Eqn (1) has evolved thru a num-
ber of stages. The function is derived from observed cell 1.3havior and actually
applies to the Voc ratio as well as to the I sc ratio, but the computer time required
for our initial runs was so great that a simpler function was selected. Since the
behavior was near-linear for Voc, the correlation coefficients were virtually equal.
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The present program is much more efficient and permits outlying data points
(which unrealistically influence the cLrve) to be discovered, examined, and removed
Most of the curves shown for I sc are a result of the earlier regression program and
are currently being reprocessed. Correlation coefficients to this function range as
high as 0. 9715. The collection of functions presented here has been normalized
(R() = C - 1) and displayed comparatively in Section 1,
The wide breaks in the data display of satellite No. 9314 are due to intermittent
operation of the satellite telemetry system, Telemetry on satellite 9331 is totaBy
absent after 75 days.
The program used to calculate and plot the data points is ctirrently being modified
to include a second order intensity correction to the photovoltaic diode term in
each cell. This improvement is not expected to alter existing degradation ratios
but it may diminish the scatter observed in the Voc plots.
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4, 2 STATISTICAL RESULTS
'Fable 4-1 presents the regression parameters, R 0 A, B, and Al, for the regression
curves of I SIC /ISC(0) on t (days from launch), and C and K for the regression curves of
Voc/Voc(0) on t for satellites 9311 thru 9334, For I sc the function fitted is:
ISIC 
(t) (Ise (0)= R  (1-A In (1 + Bt)) (1 - Mt)
and for V the function fitted is:
oc
VOc (t) (Voc(0) = C e kt
The correluLion coefficients for the given fits are presented for both sets of functions,
and the total square error is also given for the functions produced by the no ► .-linear
regression of I
SIC 
data,
Refinements to this work are still in progress and improvements are expected for
those cases showing relatively large square errors and/or relatively low correlation
coefficients.
Figures 4-39 through 4-44 are representative of the W/O confidence limits found on
the fitted functions. The tightness of these limits indicates that the given functions
are quite good predictors. As might be expected from the greater scatter in the
Voc dot plots, the confidence limits or the Voc functions are not quite as tight as
on I
SIC
plots.
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r4.3 ARRAY I-V CHARACTERISTICS
Telemetry data received during eclipse entrance has been processed to produce
portions of the array I-V curve. The upper portions of these curves for six
satellites of the first launch are shown in Figures 4-45 through 4-50. All data is
representative of the first experienced eclipse, the autumnal equinox period of 1966.
The purpose in calculating array I-V curves is to examine curve shapes and
maxiniam-power point degradations between start-of-life and elapsed times on
orbit. The longest elapsed time permitted by the contract period of this study is
3.5 years: 1966 autumnal equinox to 1970 vernal equinox. Eclipse entrance teleme-
try data will be requested from the Air Force in March, 1970.
t
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4.4 ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
Trapped electron and proton spectra as compiled by Vette (1)
 are displayed in
Figures 4-51 and 4-52. The measured flare proton environment of 1967 as compiled by
by Paulikas (2) is displayed in Figure 4-53. Updates of the flare spectra for 1968
and 1969 are currently in preparation at Aerospace Corporation.
Residual spectra under the 20 mil fused silica coverslide are shown in the same
figures. Omnidirectional incidence and total back-shielding has been assumed.
Residual energies have been calculated from range-energy tables with particle
intensities of the incident energy groups assumed unchanged during penetration.
l
i
(1) J. I. Vette, A. B. Lucero, and J. H. King, Models of the Trapped Radiation
Environment, Vols. III and IV, NASA SP-3024, 1967.
(2) G. A. Paulikas and J. B. Blake, Solar Proton Observations at Synchronous
Altitude During 1967, Aerospace Corporation Report No. TR-0200(4260-20)-2,
Sept. 1968,
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=.5 DEG1iADATION MECHANISMS
Analysis has begun to reconcile observed cell degradations with calculations
based on ground irradiation data and accepted s.,mchronnus orbit environmental
spectra. The !Major problem area appears to be the separation of cell and non-
cell degradations. The term "non-cell" collectively refers to the coverslide,
blue filter, anti--reflective coating, and adhesive. "Non-cell degradation" refers
to temporal light-energy loss due to coverslide or adhesive darkening, increased
surface reflection, or spectral shifts within the coverslide assembly.
Calculated (`;) cell degradations after 1000 days on orbit are as follows:
1 se /I sco ` ocooc
electrons	 0.967 0.983
protons	 0.986 0.994
combined	 0.964 0.981
Observed total degradations after 1000 days (first launch only) average:
Isc/Isco	 oc Voco
0. 896 f 0. 025	 0. 985 f 0. 007
It is noted that calculated and observed V
oc	 sc
ratios generally agree while I ratios
differ by a substantial percentage. Since non-cell losses primarily affect the Isc
ratio, some difference is expected here.
Examination of the I sc degradation plots near the time-zero axis shows points
somewhat higher than the fitted function; this suggests that non-cell loss mechanisms
may be more probable during some start-of-life period. 'Three First Launch Satel-
lites were tested in the regression to the theoretical degradation function with the
(3) W. C. Cooley and M. J. Barrett, Handbook of Space Environmental Effects on
Solar Cell power Systems, NASA Contract NASW-1345, 1968. The Paulikas
flare spectrum intensity for 1967 has been multipled by 2. 74 to estimate a 1000
day exposure.
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linear multiplier omitted (this parameter was included as a possible non-cell
degradation term) and with the first 100 days omitted. The results are plotted
in Figure 4-54. The three curves are observed to lie very close (less than 0. 71/(
divergence) and produce a 1000 day average degradation reading of 0.925 t 0. 002.
If these curves are assumed to represent pure "cell" degradation, and the previous
results to represent "cell" plus "non-cell" degradation, the difference of the two
curves will represent pure "non-cell" degradation. This hypothesis suggests that
non-cell losses are on the order of 37/,- (f2.5%) and take place within the first few
months on orbit. Recent ground test data appears to substantiate this hypothesis(;).
There still remains a discrepancy in that the observed degradation is 4^ greater
than the calculated I sc degradation. Investigation is currently proceeding along
the following approaches:
a. An examination of radiation "Signatures", i.e. , plots of V oc vs. I sc vs.
Pmax . Electron and proton degradations at various energies display
different patterns which may produce clues to damage sources when
compared to the observed IDSCS patterns. (The question remains
whether these patterns are unique. ) Preliminary Voc vs. Isc patterns
suggest celi damage may be predominantly due to either low energy
residual electrons (0.3 to 0. 6 AleV) or medium energy residual protons
(5 to 20 ><leV). Ground data with sun-simulated light is being sought.
b. Stein (5) and others have stated that cell degradation may be strongly
dependent on injection level during irradiation. Since most existing
radiation data was not taken under 1 sun conditions it ma y not be totally
4. Communication with Dennis Curtin, COMSAT Corp, 3 Dec 1969. Bell Telephone Laboratories and RCA have tested 25
mil Corning 7940 with blue filters and carious adhesives (G.E. RTV 602. Sylgard 182, and XR-6-3481 ). Cc.nclusions to date
indicate transmission losses ranging from 3 to 5 percent with ultraviolet irradiation with the greatest rate of cl 3nge occur-
ing during the first several hundred equivalent sun hours. Adhesives degraded less than lh. Additional UV irradiation, I
Mev electron and 17 Me% p roton irradiation produced "no appreciable change". About 10% of aii samples, un`ortunately,
behaved anomalously and dearaded from 10 to 30 percent within the first hundred hours of UV irradiation.
5. H. J. Stern, temperature and Illumination Dependence of Irradiation Damage in Silicon, App Phy Let, 2, 12 (15 June 1963).
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valid. Present radiation experiments at Philco-Ford under JPL Con-
tract 952555 will test this hypothesis. Stein has apparently observed
a factor of six (! ) difference in degradation between illuminated and
dark cells.
c. The experienced flare proton environment for 1968 and 1969 may be
much more severe than the assumed 1967 spectrum and intensity. This
aspect will be considered.
d. The currently accepted calculation ri:^*hr.ds (3) leave much to be desired.
Total diffusion length degradation due to combined electron and proton
spectra has no unique correlation to I
sc' Voc' and Pmax degradation
(i.e. , different curves are used for 1 MeV electrons, 1 b1eV protons,
2. 7 MeV protons, etc.). This method is presently being refined by
its authors and will be considered if it becomes available Uuring the
term of this contract.
C:	 e. Whereas Bell Labs examined non-cell damage under 1 AIeV electrons and
17 MeV protons where energy deposition is minimal, the intense low en-
orgy trapped proton environment in space would be responsible for major
energy deposition in the coverslide assembly. For instance, there may
exist a slow temporal degradation of the antireflective coating which
might explain the observed discrepancy.
f. Although uncovered cell active areas are believed not to be significantly
present on the IDSCS vehicles, some possibility of low-energy proton
cell damage may still exist. I sc vs. Voc "signatures" may be a useful
tool here.
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